Meeting Agenda

January 11, 2007, 9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Main Conference Room, Morgan Lewis
1111 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.

1. Welcoming remarks (9:30a-9:35a)

2. Discussion of Tentative Commission Recommendations
   A. Substantive Antitrust (9:35a-10:50a)
   B. Enforcement Institutions (11:00a-12:15p)
   C. Civil and Criminal Remedies (1:15p-2:30p)
   D. Exceptions to Competition (2:40p-4:00p)

Notes: All times for deliberation are approximate. Deliberations on each topic will begin earlier if deliberations on the previous topic conclude earlier. The Commission will take a break for lunch for around 12:15, as well as shorter intermediate breaks.